Harlem Hospital Murals Conservation

Pursuit of Happiness
Vertis Hayes | 1937
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Original Location
The murals were originally painted in a narrow hallway in the first
floor New Nurses Residence. The work chronologically follows an
arc of African American history moving from an ancestral village to
an American city, and explores the transformation that occurs.
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Four of the panels had been painted directly onto plaster and four had been painted on canvas. EverGreene
conservators surveyed the murals, noted condition issues such as flaking paint and delamination of canvas
from the substrate, and tested the plaster panels for stability. A system was developed with the design team
for integrating the murals with the original architectural elements in a new gallery.
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Canvas Panels
The canvas panels were protected
with facing material to prevent
more damage from occurring
during removal. They were rolled
onto large tubes, then unrolled and
mounted on lightweight aluminum
panels, which were strong and light
enough to transport easily. Once
on the panels, the paint was further
stabilized and areas of loss were
inpainted.
Plaster Panels
Removing the plaster panels was
more complicated. After stabilizing
and protecting the panels, a grid
of steel channels was installed into
the terra-cotta block substrate, to
prevent any unwanted movement
that might cause damage. Each
panel was cut from the wall and
lowered using a hydraulic lift
system onto its own custom
designed steel chassis for transport
and storage.

Once the new hospital annex was
built, EverGreene returned to
complete the mural installation.
The steel transportation carts were
designed for both storage and
seamless reinstallation. The panels
were hoisted into place, and bolted
to support beams.

Once in place, gallery walls around
the murals were constructed,
and architectural details – plaster
moldings and wood wainscot
that matched the original – were
fabricated and installed. Some
of the moldings, such as the arch
above the passage way, were
salvaged from the original location,
and restored for placement in the
new gallery.

